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SHAKE SLICE AND SHAKE CONCORDANT KNOTS
TIM D. COCHRAN† AND ARUNIMA RAY††
Abstract. A crucial step in the surgery-theoretic program to classify smooth
manifolds is that of representing a middle–dimensional homology class by a smoothly
embedded sphere. This step fails even for the simple 4–manifolds obtained from
the 4–ball by adding a 2–handle with framing r along some knot K ↪→ ∂B4.
An r–shake slice knot is one for which a generator of the second homology of
this 4–manifold can be represented by a smoothly embedded 2–sphere. It is not
known whether there exist 0–shake slice knots that are not slice. We define a
relative notion of shake sliceness of knots, which we call shake concordance which
is easily seen to be a generalization of classical concordance, and we give the
first examples of knots that are 0–shake concordant but not concordant; these
may be chosen to be topologically slice. Additionally, for each r we completely
characterize r–shake slice and r–shake concordant knots in terms of concordance
and satellite operators. Our characterization allows us to construct new families
of possible r–shake slice knots that are not slice.
1. Introduction
Given a homology class in a manifold, it is often of interest to find submanifolds
representing that class. For example, a key step in the surgery-theoretic program
to classify smooth manifolds is that of representing a middle–dimensional homology
class by a smoothly embedded sphere. This step fails for 4–manifolds. The simplest
examples of this failure arise as follows. Let K be an oriented knot in S3 and r an
integer; let W rK be the 4–manifold obtained by adding a 2–handle to B
4 along K
with framing r. We say that K is r–shake slice – a notion introduced in [Akb77]
– if there exists a smoothly embedded 2–sphere in W rK representing a generator of
H2(W
r
K)
∼= Z. Not every such homology class can be represented by an embedded
sphere, that is, not all knots are r–shake slice since, for example, certain knot
signatures are obstructions [Akb77].
There is also a relative version of this notion (mentioned but not defined in Kirby’s
problem list [Kir84, p. 515]). Given oriented knots Ki ↪→ S3 × {i}, i = 0, 1, let
W rK0,K1 denote the 4–manifold obtained by adding two 2–handles to S
3 × [0, 1]
along the Ki, each with framing r. Then K0 is r–shake concordant to K1 if there
exists a 2–sphere, smoothly embedded in W rK0,K1 , representing the (1, 1) class of
H2(W
r
K0,K1
) (a precise definition is given in Section 2). Surprisingly little work
(summarized below) has been done on these notions. Instead, research has focused
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on a special case, introduced by Fox and Milnor: the knot K is slice if there exists
a 2–disk, smoothly embedded in B4, whose boundary is K; and the knots Ki ↪→
S3 × {i}, i = 0, 1, are concordant if there is an annulus, smoothly embedded in
S3× [0, 1], which restricts on its boundary to the Ki [FM57, FM66]. The main goal
of this present paper is to investigate the difference between the notions of shake
concordance and concordance. In particular we give the first examples of 0–shake
concordant knots that are not concordant, and we completely characterize r–shake
slice and r–shake concordant knots in terms of concordance, for all integers r.
We briefly review what was previously known on this subject. Clearly any slice
knot is r–shake slice and any two concordant knots are r–shake concordant, for
any r. In his seminal paper [Akb77], Akbulut gave an example of a 1–shake slice
knot and a 2–shake slice knot neither of which are slice (Lickorish gave a differ-
ent construction later in [Lic79]). Boyer gave many examples of what he called
‘pseudo-1–shake slice’ knots (allowing himself to alter the smooth structure on W rK)
in [Boy83, Boy85]. More recently, in [Akb93], Akbulut generalized the 1–shake
slice examples in [Akb77], and constructed r–shake slice knots for each non-zero r,
which are not always slice. Building on [Akb93, Oma11], Abe–Jong–Omae–Takeuchi
[AJOT13] have given examples, also for each non-zero r, of r–shake slice knots that
are not slice. It is easy to see that any r–shake slice knot is r–shake concordant to
the unknot, and so the above examples also give examples, for r 6= 0, of knots that
are r–shake concordant but not concordant. However, it is fair to say that there is
no systematic understanding of r–shake concordance. Moreover, nothing is known
about the important case r = 0.
Differentiating between concordance and 0–shake concordance, and between slice
knots and 0–shake slice knots, is made difficult by the following elementary fact. Let
M rK denote the 3–manifold obtained by performing r–framed surgery on S
3 along
the knot K.
Proposition 5.1. If K is 0–shake concordant to J then M0K is homology cobordant
to M0J preserving the homology class of the (positive) meridian. Consequently, if
K is 0–shake slice then K is slice (i.e. bounds a smoothly embedded disk) in some
homology B4.
Recall that the classical concordance invariants are determined by the homology
cobordism type of M0K , along with the homology class of the positive meridian.
Hence the question of whether there exist 0–shake slice knots that are not slice is
especially difficult because there are presently no known invariants that can distin-
guish between a knot being slice in B4 and it being slice in merely a homology B4,
except (possibly) Rasmussen’s s –invariant and its generalizations.
Therefore it may be surprising that here we find success in the relative case.
Theorem 4.1. For any integer r, there exist infinitely many knots which are distinct
in smooth concordance but are pairwise r–shake concordant. For r = 0, there exist
topologically slice knots with this property as well.
In addition, for any integer r, none of τ , s , or slice genus is invariant under
r–shake concordance.
This result can be seen as a consequence of our complete characterization of r–
shake concordance in terms of concordance and certain winding number one satel-
lites. Let P be a pattern knot, i.e. a knot inside a solid torus (an example is shown
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Figure 1. A winding number one pattern P where P˜ is unknotted.
This particular pattern will be referred to as the Mazur pattern,
inducing the Mazur satellite operator.
in Figure 1). For any knot K, let Pr(K) denote the r–twisted satellite of K with
pattern P [Lic97, p. 10][Rol90, p. 110]. P (K) denotes the 0–twisted (i.e. classical)
satellite of K with pattern P . Let P˜ denote the knot in S3 given by P when the solid
torus is placed in S3 in the standard unknotted manner, or equivalently, P˜ = P (U)
where U is the unknot.
Theorem 3.7. For any integer r, the knots K and J are r–shake concordant if and
only if there exist winding number one patterns P and Q, with P˜ and Q˜ ribbon
knots, such that Pr(K) is concordant to Qr(J).
Corollary 3.8. For any integer r, the equivalence relation on the set of knots
generated by r–shake concordance is the same as that generated by concordance
together with the relation K ∼ Pr(K) for all K and all winding number one patterns
P with P˜ a ribbon knot.
From Theorem 3.7 we also obtain a characterization of r–shake slice knots as
follows.
Corollary 3.9. For any integer r, a knot K is r–shake slice if and only if there
exists a winding number one pattern P , with P˜ ribbon, such that Pr(K) is slice.
It is easy to see that any pattern knot induces, for each value of r, a satellite
operator,
Pr : C → C,
on the set of knot concordance classes C. If r = 0 the subscript is often suppressed.
Some of our results are especially interesting in light of recent research on the in-
jectivity and surjectivity of such satellite operators [CDR14, CHL11, DR13, Lev14].
For example, reinterpreting Corollary 3.9 in this language for r = 0 yields the fol-
lowing.
Corollary 3.10. There exists a 0–shake slice knot that is not a slice knot if and
only if there exists some winding number one satellite operator P : C → C, with P˜
ribbon, which fails to be weakly injective, i.e. there exists a knot K 6= 0 (not slice)
such that P (K) = 0 (is slice).
Compare this to the result from [CDR14] that for any winding number one P
with P˜ slice, the induced operator P : C∗ → C∗ is injective (here C∗ is concordance
in a homology S3 × [0, 1]); which implies that if P (K) is slice then K is slice in a
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homology 4–ball, agreeing with the conclusion of Proposition 5.1. Similarly, recall
that, for any r 6= 0, there do exist knots which are r–shake slice but not slice, due
to [Akb77, AJOT13]. Thus, for each r 6= 0, there must exist a pattern P with P˜
ribbon, such that for some non-slice K, Pr(K) is slice.
More generally, we also obtain new results regarding the r–shake genus of a knot.
For a knot K, the r–shake genus of K, denoted grsh(K), is the least genus of a smooth
connected submanifold representing a generator of H2(W
r
K).
Clearly, grsh(K) ≤ g4(K) for all r, where g4 denotes slice genus. It is an open
question whether g0sh(K) is equal to g4(K) for all K [Kir97, Problem 1.41(A)]; this
is clearly a generalization of the question of whether all 0–shake slice knots are
slice. Note that the previously mentioned work of [Akb77, AJOT13] shows that the
r–shake genus can be strictly less than the slice genus for r 6= 0.
We establish what we call an r–shake slice–Bennequin inequality, which becomes
our main tool.
Corollary 6.2 (r–shake slice–Bennequin inequality). For any Legendrian represen-
tative K of a knot K with tb(K)− 1 ≥ r,
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ 2grsh(K)− 1.
As a result, Thurston–Bennequin numbers can obstruct a knot’s being r–shake
slice and more generally can give a lower bound on the r–shake genus. We show that
the infinite family of knots from Theorem 4.1 have distinct r–shake genera, implying
that the r–shake genus is not an invariant of r–shake concordance (Corollary 6.10).
We also obtain the following result, which allows us to restate questions about the
r–shake genera and slice genus of a knot in terms of the slice genera of its satellites.
Proposition 6.13. Fix an integer r and knot K; then grsh(K) = g4(K) if and only
if g4(Pr(K)) ≥ g4(K) for all winding number one patterns P with P˜ slice.
There are no known examples of patterns P with P˜ slice which strictly decrease
slice genus, that is, g4(P (K)) < g4(K) for some K. See Section 6 for additional
results about shake genus.
Lastly, in Section 7 we describe how the previous examples of r–shake slice knots
given by Akbulut and Abe–Jong–Omae–Takeuchi satisfy our characterization. Our
characterization theorem also allows us to construct possible new examples of r–
shake slice knots, as follows.
Proposition 7.6. Let P be a winding number one pattern in a solid torus V , such
that P˜ is slice, and the meridian of P is in the subgroup of pi1(V −N(P )) normally
generated by the meridian of V . Then for any integer r, the knot Pr(U) is r–shake
slice, where U is the unknot, modulo the smooth 4-dimensional Poincare´ Conjecture.
Examples of such knots are given in Figure 12. Unfortunately, the above propo-
sition does not yield any new knots that are possibly 0–shake slice since if r = 0,
Pr(U) is just the knot P˜ which is slice by hypothesis.
Remark. Anthony Bosman has extended several of our results to links [Bos15].
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Outline. Section 2 gives some background and definitions. Section 3 is devoted
to proving our characterization theorem, Theorem 3.7, while Section 4 constructs
the examples mentioned in Theorem 4.1. Section 5 is a short section gathering
together several obstructions to r–shake concordance. In Section 6 we describe sev-
eral properties of r–shake genus and prove the r–shake slice–Bennequin inequality,
Corollary 6.2. Lastly, in Section 7 we show that the previously known examples of
r–shake slice knots satisfy our characterization modulo the smooth 4–dimensional
Poincare´ Conjecture, and give new examples of possible r–shake slice knots.
Acknowledgments. This project started when the second author was in her final
year as a PhD student of the first author. The second author is deeply indebted to
the first for his careful guidance and constant support, given freely and often, even
after she graduated.
Note. The first author, Tim Cochran, passed away unexpectedly and tragically in
December 2014, shortly before this paper was posted on the math arXiv.
2. Background and preliminaries
We first review well-known alternative definitions of r–shake slice knots and r–
shake concordance.
Definition 2.1. For any knot K, n ≥ 0, and r ∈ Z, a 2n + 1–component r–
shaking of K is a collection of 2n+ 1 r–framed parallels of K, where n+ 1 of the
parallels are oriented in the direction of K and the n remaining parallels are oriented
in the opposite direction. When the number of components is irrelevant, we use the
phrase ‘r–shaking of K’ for economy.
Figure 2 gives a schematic representation of an r–shaking of K. The box con-
taining r indicates that all the strands passing vertically through the box should
be given r full twists. The box containing K indicates that all the strands pass-
ing vertically through the box should be tied into 0–framed parallels of the tangle
K
r
· · ·
Figure 2. An r–shaking of K.
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corresponding to K (the strands passing upwards have the knot type of K and the
strands passing downwards have the knot type of the reverse of K.)
Definition 2.2. (Alternative Definition) K is r–shake slice if some r–shaking of
K bounds a smooth, properly embedded, compact, connected genus zero surface in
B4.
The knots K0 and K1 are r–shake concordant if there is a smooth, properly
embedded, compact, connected, genus zero surface F in S3 × [0, 1], such that F ∩
S3 × {0} is an r–shaking of K0 and F ∩ S3 × {1} is an r–shaking of K1 (although
after taking into account the usual orientation conventions the latter will be a (−r)–
shaking of −K1). F is said to be an r–shake concordance between K0 and K1.
K0 is said to be (p, q) r–shake concordant to K1 for p, q ≥ 1 if there is an r–shake
concordance between them whose boundary consists of a p–component r–shaking of
K0 and a q–component r–shaking of K1.
The r–shake genus ofK, denoted grsh(K), is the least genus of a smooth, properly
embedded, compact, connected genus zero surface bounded by an r–shaking of K
in B4.
Proof of the equivalence of the definitions. Suppose the 2–sphere S ↪→ W rK repre-
sents the negative of the preferred generator of H2(W
r
K). By this we mean that,
after isotopy, S intersects the added 2–handle in 2n+1 parallels of the core, for some
n, where n+1 of these disks are oriented so that their boundaries are r–framed par-
allels of the reverse of K and the others are oriented so that their boundaries are
r–framed parallels of K. Let F be the oriented genus zero surface obtained from S
by deleting the interiors of these disks. Since the induced orientation on the bound-
ary circles is opposite for F compared to that by the recently removed disks, the
oriented boundary of F is the desired r–shaking of K. The converse is proved by
reversing these steps.
The proof in the case of shake concordance and shake genus is similar. 
Remark 2.3. Since an r–shake concordance F ↪→ S3 × [0, 1] has a trivial normal
bundle, we can take “parallel” copies of it. There are pi1(SO(2)) ∼= Z trivializations
of this bundle and hence an infinite number of choices for a parallel copy. The normal
vector field given by the r–framing on ∂F ↪→ S3 × {0, 1} can be extended to all of
F (by linking number considerations). This is the notion of parallel copy we will
always use in this paper. We will normally want to take 2`+ 1 parallel copies, ` of
which have altered orientations, which we refer to as an algebraically one number of
copies. The reader can easily verify that this notion of parallelism has the following
feature: an (algebraically one) number of parallel copies of an r–shaking of K is
another r–shaking of K; and an (algebraically one) number of parallel copies of F
is (after connecting components) another r–shake concordance.
Clearly K0 is (p, q) r–shake concordant to K1 if and only if K1 is (q, p) r–
shake concordant to K0. Thus the relation of r–shake concordance is reflexive and
symmetric, but not necessarily transitive. However, the following is easily seen to
hold.
Proposition 2.4. If K0 is (p, 1) r–shake concordant to K1, and K1 is (m, 1) r–
shake concordant to K2, then K0 is (pm, 1) r–shake concordant to K2. By symmetry,
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KK
Figure 3. The knot P (K) (right) as a fusion of the 3–component
0–shaking of K (left). The fusion bands are drawn in slightly lower
weight for clarity.
if K0 is (1, p) r–shake concordant to K1, and K1 is (1,m) r–shake concordant to
K2, then K0 is (1, pm) r–shake concordant to K2
Proof. Using Remark 2.3, glue m (algebraically one) parallel copies of the (p, 1) r–
shake concordance F01 ↪→ S3 × [0, 1] to one copy of the (m, 1) r–shake concordance
F12 ↪→ S3× [1, 2], and observe that it has genus zero and the appropriate boundary.

Proposition 2.5. A knot K is r–shake slice if and only if K is (m, 1) r–shake
concordant to the unknot, for some m.
Proof. In the forward direction, we cut out a small neighborhood in B4 of a point in
the genus zero surface bounded by an r–shaking of K. In the backward direction,
we cap off the unknot by its standard slice disk. 
We also easily see that for any knot K and integer r, grsh(K) = g
−r
sh (−K).
3. Characterizing shake concordance of knots
In this section we characterize r–shake concordance in terms of concordance and
certain winding number one satellite operations.
For simple winding number one patterns P , it is sometimes easy to exhibit a genus
zero surface cobounded by P (K) and a 0–shaking of K, thereby demonstrating that
P (K) is 0–shake concordant to K. One such case is shown in Figure 3. The figure
on the left shows a 3–component 0–shaking of K and the figure on the right shows
how we may add two bands to obtain the knot P (K), for the Mazur pattern P
shown in Figure 1 (for the sake of clarity the attached bands are drawn in a slighter
lower weight).
This philosophy leads to the following general result.
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Proposition 3.1. Suppose P is a winding number one pattern where P˜ is a slice
knot. Then Pr(K) is (1, n) r–shake concordant to K. Moroever, n ≥ 1 can be taken
to be the geometric winding number of P .
Proof. Let η denote the meridian of the solid torus ST containing P , i.e. ST =
S3 −N(η). From the definition of the satellite construction, it will suffice to show
that, within ST × [0, 1], P ⊆ ST ×{0} cobounds a genus 0 surface with a 0–shaking
of the core of ST ×{1}, i.e. 2k+ 1 copies of the core, where k+ 1 copies are oriented
in the direction of the longitude of ST and the k remaining copies are oriented in
the opposite direction, for some k ≥ 0.
Let ∆ ⊆ S3 × [0, 1] be a slice disk for P˜ . Consider A = η × [0, 1] ⊆ S3 × [0, 1].
We can assume that ∆ intersects A transversely. In fact, if the geometric winding
number of P is n then we may assume that there are precisely n such points of
intersection. Let x be one intersection point between A and ∆, and N(x) a small
ball centered at x. The disk ∆ intersects N(x) in a disk and intersects ∂N(x) in a
circle, in fact, a meridional circle to A. Let ∆ be ∆ − N(x). Choose an arc on A
connecting x to some point on η×{1} in S3×{1}. The restriction to this arc of the
unit normal bundle to A is a tube connecting a component of the boundary of ∆ to
a meridian of η × {1} which is a longitudinal circle of ST = S3 −N(η). The latter
circle is oriented along the longitude of ST if the intersection at x is positive, and
oriented in the opposite direction if the intersection at x is negative. Do this for
each point of intersection; the arcs from the intersection points to S3 × {1} can be
assumed to be disjoint. By gluing these tubes to ∆ we get a genus zero surface Σ.
Notice that Σ ⊆ (S3−N(η))× [0, 1] = ST× [0, 1], and is cobounded by P ⊆ S3×{0}
and n copies of the core of ST ⊆ S3× [0, 1]. Since the algebraic intersection number
of ∆ and A is 1, Σ ∩ ST × {1} is exactly a 0–shaking of the core of ST × {1}. 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose for knots K and J there exist winding number one patterns
P and Q, with P˜ and Q˜ slice knots, such that Pr(K) is concordant to Qr(J) for
some r. Then K is r–shake concordant to J .
Proof. We are given a concordance C between Pr(K) andQr(J). By Proposition 3.1,
we have an (m, 1) r–shake concordance from K to Pr(K) (call it S1) and a (1, n)
r–shake concordance from Qr(J) to J (call it S2), for some m, n ≥ 1. By gluing
together S1, C, and S2, as in Proposition 2.4, we get an (m, n) r–shake concordance
from K to J . 
In fact, it is sufficient for Pr(K) and Qr(J) to be merely r–shake concordant, as
we see in the proposition below.
Corollary 3.3. For winding number one patterns P and Q with P˜ and Q˜ slice
knots, and knots K and J , if Pr(K) is r–shake concordant to Qr(J), K is r–shake
concordant to J .
Proof. We are given an r–shake concordance S between Pr(K) and Qr(J) (suppose
the boundary consists of a 2k + 1 component r–shaking of Pr(K) and a 2l + 1
component r–shaking of Qr(J)). By Proposition 3.1 there exists S1, a (1, m) r–
shake concordance from Pr(K) to K, and S2, a (1, n) r–shake concordance from
Qr(J) to J . Using Remark 2.3, by gluing, onto S, 2k+ 1 copies of S1 (algebraically
one) and 2l + 1 copies of S2 (algebraically one), we get a (m(2k + 1), n(2l + 1))
r–shake concordance from K to J . 
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K
r
Figure 4. The knot J ′ shown as a fusion of an r–shaking of K and
a trivial link T (shown on the left hand side of the picture). The
fusions bands are drawn in a lower weight for clarity.
If we let P = Q in the above proposition we see that if Pr(K) is r–shake con-
cordant to Pr(J), then K is r–shake concordant to J . This is quite similar to the
injectivity result for (untwisted) winding number one satellite operators in the realm
of concordance, proved in [CDR14]. In fact, if ≈r denotes the equivalence relation
generated by r-shake concordance, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. If P is a winding number one pattern with P˜ a slice knot, then the
satellite operator Pr : C → C induces a bijective map
Pr :
C
≈r →
C
≈r ,
which is, in fact, the identity map.
Proof. Suppose K ≈r J . By Proposition 3.1, Pr(K) ≈r K and Pr(J) ≈r J . Thus
Pr is well-defined and is the identity function. 
This is rather interesting since A. Levine has shown that the Mazur satellite op-
erator, P : C → C, whose pattern is shown in Figure 1, is far from surjective [Lev14].
Proposition 3.5. Suppose J is (1,m) r–shake concordant to K for some m ≥ 1.
Then J is concordant to Pr(K) for some winding number one pattern P where P˜ is
a ribbon knot.
Proof. Let F be the genus zero surface in S3×[0, 1] whose boundary is J ↪→ S3×{1}
and an r–shaking of K ↪→ S3 × {0}. After isotoping F we can assume that the
projection map S3 × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a Morse function when restricted to F such
that all the local maxima occur at level {4/5}, the split saddles at level {3/5}, the
join saddles at level {2/5}, and the local minima at level {1/5}. As a result, the level
{1/2} is connected, i.e., equals some knot J ′ ↪→ S3 × {1/2}. Hence J is concordant
to J ′. In addition, J ′ is a fusion of the disjoint union of the r–shaking of K (let m
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S
r
· · ·
L
r
· · ·
K
−K
L′
η
· · ·
−K
L′′
Figure 5
be the number of components of the r–shaking) and a trivial link T corresponding
to the local minima of F . Recall that a fusion of a link L is a link obtained from
L by attaching bands that always decrease the number of components. See Figure
4 for a schematic picture of J ′. Notice that by an isotopy we can ensure that the
fusion bands miss the r full twists, i.e. the fusion bands do not interact with the
box containing r. The fusion bands entering the box containing K from the sides
indicate that the bands interact with the strands tied into the knot K, but need not
be tied into the knot K themselves. To complete the proof, it only remains to show
that J ′ is concordant to some Pr(K) as claimed.
Let L denote the m–component r–shaking of K ↪→ S3×{0}. Choose an embedded
B = D2 × [0, 1] which intersects L in m trivial strands with r full twists (call this
string link S—as shown on the left-most image in Figure 5) and is disjoint from T
and the fusion bands; we can do so easily since the fusion bands do not interact with
the box containing r in Figure 4. The string link S is concordant, as a string link,
to m r–framed parallel copies of an arc in B whose closure has the knot type of the
m–component r–shaking of the slice knot −K#K (see the center image in Figure 5).
Thus L is concordant to L′, the m–component r–shaking of the knot K#−K#K.
Since the fusion bands are exterior to B, it follows that J ′ is concordant to J ′′,
which is a fusion of L′ and the trivial link T using the same fusion bands as in J .
We show below that J ′′ is isotopic to some Pr(K), which will complete the proof.
Let L′′ be the m–component 0–shaking of K#−K. We think of L′′ as obtained
from L by replacing the parallels of L within B by a string link corresponding to
−K, and removing the r full twists (see the right-most image in Figure 5). Since
L′′ is a 0–shaking of a ribbon knot, it is a ribbon link. Let η = ∂D2 × {1} within
B = D2 × [0, 1]. Then the exterior of η in S3 is an unknotted solid torus ST
containing L′′, T , as well as the fusion bands. Let P denote the knot in ST obtained
as this fusion of L′′ and T . This is a pattern of winding number one. Then note
that J ′′ = Pr(K). Moreover, since P˜ is a fusion of the ribbon link L′′ ∪ T , it is a
ribbon knot. 
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Corollary 3.6. If a knot J is r–shake concordant to a knot K, then there exist
winding number one patterns P and Q, with P˜ and Q˜ ribbon, such that Pr(K) is
concordant to Qr(J)
Proof. Suppose K is r–shake concordant to J via an (m,n) shake concordance F .
By isotoping F we can assume that the projection map S3× [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is a Morse
function when restricted to F such that F ∩ {1/2} is connected. Call this knot K ′.
We see then that K ′ is (1,m) r–shake oncordant to K and (1, n) r–shake concordant
to J . The proof is completed by applying the preceding proposition. 
Theorem 3.7. Two knots K and J are r–shake concordant if and only if there exist
winding number one patterns P and Q, with P˜ and Q˜ ribbon, such that Pr(K) is
concordant to Qr(J).
Proof. This follows directly from Corollaries 3.2 and 3.6. 
Recall that ≈r denotes the equivalence relation generated by r–shake concordance
of knots.
Corollary 3.8. For any integer r, the equivalence relation on the set of isotopy
classes of knots generated by r–shake concordance is the same as that generated by
concordance together with the relation K ∼ Pr(K) for all K and all winding number
one patterns P with P˜ a ribbon knot.
Proof. Suppose K ≈r J . Then, since r–shake concordance is reflexive and symmet-
ric, there is a sequence of knot types K = K0,K1, . . . ,Kn = J such that, for each i,
Ki is r–shake concordant to Ki+1. Then by the forward direction of Theorem 3.7,
for each i, there exist winding number one patterns P (i) and Q(i), with P˜ (i) and Q˜(i)
ribbon, such that P
(i)
r (Ki) is concordant to Q
(i)
r (Ki+1). Now consider the sequence
of knot types: K0, P
(0)
r (K0), Q
(0)
r (K1),K1, P
(1)
r (K1), Q
(1)
r (K2), . . . , Q
(n−1)
r (Kn),Kn.
In this sequence, for each j, one of three things holds: the jth knot is concordant
to the (j + 1)th knot, the jth knot is a winding number one satellite of the (j + 1)th
knot, or the (j+ 1)th knot is a winding number one satellite of the jth knot (with P˜
a ribbon knot for all). This implies that K is related to J in the equivalence relation
generated by concordance together with the relation K ∼ Pr(K) as stated.
The converse is proved by essentially reversing this argument, using the fact
that concordant knots are r–shake concordant and the backward direction of The-
orem 3.7. 
Corollary 3.9. A knot K is r–shake slice if and only if there exists a winding
number one pattern P , with P˜ ribbon, such that Pr(K) is slice.
Proof. Recall from Proposition 2.5 that a knot K is r–shake slice if and only if it is
(m, 1) r–shake concordant to the unknot for some m. But by Propositions 3.1 and
3.5, K being (m, 1) r–shake concordant to the unknot is equivalent to there existing
a winding number one pattern P with P˜ ribbon such that Pr(K) is slice. 
In particular, this means that a knot is 0–shake slice if and only if there exists a
winding number one pattern P , with P˜ ribbon, such that P (K) is slice.
Corollary 3.10. There exists a 0–shake slice knot that is not a slice knot if and
only if there exists some winding number one satellite operator P : C → C, with P˜
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ribbon, which fails to be weakly injective, i.e. there exists a knot K 6= 0 (not slice)
such that P (K) = 0 (is slice).
4. Shake concordant knots that are not concordant
The primary goal in this section is to prove Theorem 4.1, which we state below.
The proof is postponed until the end of this section.
Theorem 4.1. For any integer r, there exist infinitely many knots which are distinct
in smooth concordance but are pairwise r–shake concordant. For r = 0, there exist
topologically slice knots with this property as well.
In addition, none of τ , s , or slice genus is invariant under r–shake concordance,
for any integer r.
We will use several tools from Legendrian knot theory; see [Etn05, GS99] for
excellent introductions to this field.
Definition 4.2. For any integer r, a knot K is said to be r–suitable if it has some
Legendrian representative K such that
tb(K) = r and rot(K) = 2g4(K)− 1− r.
Remark 4.3. Any r–suitable knot is also k–suitable for any k ≤ r, since positive
stabilization of a Legendrian knot decreases Thurston–Bennequin number by one,
increases rotation number by one, and preserves topological knot type.
One can easily transform a diagram of a knot as a positive braid closure to a
Legendrian front diagram for a Legendrian representative. The Bennequin inequal-
ity [Eli92][Etn05, p. 19] then implies that any knot K obtained as the closure of
a positive braid has a Legendrian representative K with tb(K) = 2g(K) − 1 and
rot(K) = 0. Moreover, by the slice–Bennequin inequality [Rud95][Etn05, p. 133],
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ 2g4(K) − 1, and therefore, g(K) = g4(K). Therefore, any pos-
itive braid closure is (2g4(K) − 1)–suitable. For example, the right-handed trefoil
RHT, is 1–suitable and the unknot is (−1)–suitable. In fact, any positive knot is
(2g4(K)− 1)–suitable with g(K) = g4(K) by [LS14, Proposition 3.2].
Remark 4.4. Recall that we have ‘expanded’ versions of the slice–Bennequin in-
equality, as follows. For any Legendrian representative K of a knot K,
(4.1)
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ 2τ(K)− 1 ≤ 2g4(K)− 1
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ s (K)− 1 ≤ 2g4(K)− 1.
using [KM13, Corollary 1.1][OS03, Theorem 1.1][Pla04, Shu07]. By examining the
above, we see that if a knot K is r–suitable,
(4.2) 2τ(K) = s (K) = 2g4(K),
and
(4.3) r ≤ 2g4(K)− 1.
In particular, note that if r ≥ 0, K cannot be slice.
Lemma 4.5. If K is an r–suitable knot with r ≥ 0, then the untwisted positive
Whitehead double of K, denoted Wh(K), is 1–suitable.
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Proof. Note that Wh(K), has a Legendrian diagram Wh(K), with tb(Wh(K)) = 1
and rot(Wh(K)) = 0 [Rud95][AM97, Figure 9]. Since K is r–suitable and non-slice
(since r ≥ 0), τ(K) > 0 by (4.2). Then by [Hed07, Theorem 1.4], τ(Wh(K)) = 1 and
therefore, Wh(K) is not slice. Since g(Wh(K)) = 1, this implies that g4(Wh(K)) =
1 and therefore, Wh(K) is 1–suitable. 
Lemma 4.6. If K is r–suitable and J is k–suitable, K#J is (r + k + 1)–suitable.
Proof. If K and J are Legendrian representatives of the knots K and J respectively,
then, K#J is a Legendrian representative of K#J , for which, by [Etn05, p. 39],
and Definition 4.2,
tb(K#J ) = tb(K) + tb(J ) + 1 = r + k + 1,
and
rot(K#J ) = rot(K) + rot(J ) = 2 (g4(K) + g4(J))− 1− (r + k + 1).
Thus it suffices to show that g4(K#J) = g4(K) + g4(J). Clearly g4(K#J) ≤
g4(K) + g4(J) holds for all knots. Conversely,
g4(K#J) ≥ τ(K#J) = τ(K) + τ(J) = g4(K) + g4(J),
by (4.1) and (4.2). 
Remark 4.7. Since Wh(RHT ) is 1–suitable by Lemma 4.5 (and therefore, k–
suitable for any k ≤ 1), for any fixed integer r, we can find a topologically slice knot
K that is r–suitable by letting K be the connected sum of max{1, d r+12 e} copies of
Wh(RHT ), by the above lemma.
Definition 4.8. Let P be a winding number one pattern, i.e. a knot inside the
unknotted standard solid torus ST . The slice genus of P , denoted g4(P ), is the
least genus of a surface Σ ⊆ ST × [0, 1] cobounded by P ↪→ ST × {0} and the core
of ST × {1}.
Note that it follows that P must also cobound a surface of genus g4(P ) with a
k–twisted longitude of ST × {1}, for any value of k.
Remark 4.9. Clearly, the slice genus of the trivial pattern (given by the core of
the solid torus) is zero. The slice genus of the Mazur pattern is one, as follows.
Let P denote the Mazur pattern. We know that g4(P ) ≤ 1 since, by changing a
single crossing, P can be transformed to a pattern isotopic to the core of ST . On
the other hand it follows that g4(P ) 6= 0, since if P were concordant to the core of
ST , then P (K) would be concordant to K for any K. But in [CFHH13, Section 3]
this was shown not to be the case, in particular for the right-handed trefoil. Hence
g4(P ) = 1.
Proposition 4.10. Fix an integer r. Let P be any winding number one pattern
with a Legendrian diagram P such that
tb(P) = 0 and 0 < g4(P ) ≤
rot(P)
2
For any r–suitable knot K, the iterated satellites {P ir(K) | i ≥ 0} are distinct smooth
concordance classes.
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tb(P) = 2, rot(P) = 0
(a)
tb(P ′) = 1, rot(P ′) = 1
(b)
tb(P ′′) = 0, rot(P ′′) = 2
(c)
Figure 6. Legendrian diagrams P (left), P ′ (center), and P ′′ (right)
for the Mazur pattern P . Note that P ′ and P ′′ are obtained by from
P and P ′ respectively, by performing positive stabilization.
Moreover,
g4(P
i
r(K)) = g4(K) + i · g4(P ),
τ(P ir(K)) = τ(K) + i · g4(P ),
s (P ir(K)) = s (K) + 2i · g4(P ).
Remark 4.11. In the statement above, the notation P ir(K) denotes the iterated
satellite knot Pr(Pr(· · · (K) · · · )), but in fact this is the same knot as the one ob-
tained by constructing the iterated pattern P i (see [DR13, Section 2.1] or [Ray14,
Section 2.1]) and then constructing the twisted satellite (P i)r(K). This is shown
in Proposition 7.1, by examining the gluing maps in the two a priori different con-
structions.
Remark 4.12. The expression rot(P)2 in the statement of Proposition 4.10 is in fact
an integer (this is not used in our proofs). More generally, for a Legendrian diagram
P for a pattern P with winding number w(P ), tb(P) and rot(P) have the same
parity if w(P ) is odd, and opposite parities if w(P ) is even. This is due to the fact
that the Thurston–Bennequin number and the rotation number of a Legendrian knot
have different parities [Gei08, Proposition 3.5.23], and the fact that a Legendrian
diagram P for a pattern P can be changed to yield a Legendrian representative for
the knot P˜ by introducing twice as many cusps as there are strands in P. The result
follows since w(P ) and the number of strands of P have the same parity.
Before giving the proof of Proposition 4.10, we point out the following corollary.
Corollary 4.13. Fix an integer r and let P denote the Mazur operator. The iterated
satellite knots {P ir(K) | i ≥ 0} correspond to distinct smooth concordance classes,
and moreover,
g4(P
i
r(K)) = g4(K) + i,
τ(P ir(K)) = τ(K) + i,
s (P ir(K)) = s (K) + 2i.
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K P(K)
Figure 7. The Legendrian satellite operation. Left: a Legendrian
representative K for the right-handed trefoil with tb(K) = 1. Right:
the Legendrian satellite P(K) where P is the diagram for the Mazur
pattern shown in Figure 6(a). The reader may verify that P(K)
has the topological knot type of the 1–twisted satellite of the right-
handed trefoil with companion the Mazur pattern.
Proof. Figure 6(b) shows a Legendrian diagram P ′′ for the Mazur pattern. We know
from Remark 4.9 that g4(P ) = 1. Thus P ′′ satisfies the requirements of Proposition
4.10. The result follows. 
Remark 4.14. The case r = 0 for Corollary 4.13 follows from the main theorem
of [Ray14]; the fact that P (K) and K give distinct concordance classes, and in
particular have distinct slice genera, and τ and s invariants, was shown earlier in
[CFHH13].
Proof of Proposition 4.10. The proof is a variation on the techniques of [Ray14]
and [CFHH13, Theorem 3.1]; the primary tool is the slice–Bennequin inequality
[Rud95][Etn05, p. 133].
Recall that given a Legendrian diagram P for a pattern P and K a Legendrian
representative of a knot K, the Legendrian satellite operation yields P(K), a Legen-
drian representative for the tb(K)–twisted satellite of K with pattern P (see [Ng01]
for an overview of the Legendrian satellite operation, and Figure 7 for a picture).
Since K is r–suitable, we have a Legendrian representative K for K, with
tb(K) = r and rot(K) = 2g4(K)− 1− r.
Let P be the Legendrian diagram for pattern P given in our hypotheses. Then,
P(K) is a Legendrian representative for Pr(K) since tb(K) = r.
By [Ng01, Remark 2.4], since P is winding number one, we see that
tb(P(K)) = tb(P) + tb(K) = r
and
rot(P(K)) = rot(P) + rot(K) = rot(P) + (2g4(K)− 1− r).
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By hypothesis rot(P) ≥ 0 and, by (4.3), 2g(K)− 1− r ≥ 0. Therefore,
tb(P(K)) + |rot(P(K))| = r + |rot(P) + (2g4(K)− 1− r)|
= rot(P) + 2g4(K)− 1
But by the slice–Bennequin inequality (4.1), we have that
tb(P(K)) + |rot(P(K))| ≤ 2g4(Pr(K))− 1.
from which it follows that
(4.4)
rot(P)
2
+ g4(K) ≤ g4(Pr(K)).
By hypothesis, g4(P ) ≤ rot(P)2 , so
(4.5) g4(P ) + g4(K) ≤ g4(Pr(K)).
Since g4(P ) > 0 by hypothesis, we have shown that g4(K) < g4(Pr(K)). In
other words, the satellite operator Pr increases the slice genus by at least one when
applied to an r–suitable knot and thus, the knots Pr(K) and K represent distinct
concordance classes. To complete the proof, we would like to iterate this process
by applying Pr again, since then we will have shown that the slice genera of the
sequence P ir(K) is a strictly increasing function of i, implying that the P
i
r(K) rep-
resent distinct concordance classes. To iterate we need to show that Pr(K) is itself
r–suitable whenever K is. This is accomplished by the m = 0 case of the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.15. For any integer r, if K is an (r+m)–suitable knot for some m ≥ 0,
and P is a pattern with a Legendrian diagram P such that
tb(P) = m and 0 < g4(P ) ≤
m+ rot(P)
2
,
then Pr(K) is an (r +m)–suitable knot, and g4(Pr(K)) = g4(K) + g4(P ).
Proof. Since K is (r +m)–suitable, we have a Legendrian representative K′ for K,
with
tb(K′) = r +m and rot(K′) = 2g4(K)− 1− r −m.
By positive stabilization we arrive at a Legendrian representative K for K with
tb(K) = r and rot(K) = 2g4(K)− 1− r.
Let P be the hypothesized Legendrian diagram for the pattern P . Then P(K)
is a Legendrian representative for Pr(K) since tb(K) = r. We have seen that
tb(P(K)) = r + m and rot(P(K)) = rot(P) + 2g4(K)− 1− r. To show that Pr(K)
is (r +m)–suitable it now suffices to show that
g4(Pr(K)) = g4(K) +
m+ rot(P)
2
.
By hypothesis there is a surface Σ of genus g4(P ) inside ST × [0, 1] cobounded
by P ↪→ ST × {0} and the (−r)–twisted longitude of the core of ST × {1}. Under
the embedding fr : ST ↪→ S3 that defines the r–twisted satellite construction, this
twisted longitude is identified with the untwisted longitude of K. Therefore the
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image of Σ under fr × id : ST × [0, 1] ↪→ S3 × [0, 1] is a surface of genus g4(P )
cobounded by Pr(K) ↪→ S3 × {0} and K ↪→ S3 × {1}. Thus,
(4.6) g4(Pr(K)) ≤ g4(K) + g4(P ) ≤ g4(K) +
m+ rot(P)
2
,
using our hypothesis on g4(P ).
On the other hand, by the slice–Bennequin inequality (4.1), we see that
tb(P(K)) + |rot(P(K))| ≤ 2g4(Pr(K))− 1.
We know that 2g4(K) − 1 − r ≥ m by (4.3), and rot(P) ≥ −m by hypothesis.
Therefore,
tb(P(K)) + |rot(P(K))| = r +m+ |rot(P) + (2g4(K)− 1− r)|
= m+ rot(P) + 2g4(K)− 1
from which it follows that
(4.7) g4(K) + g4(P ) ≤ g4(K) +
m+ rot(P)
2
≤ g4(Pr(K)).
By combining (4.7) and (4.6), we see that all 4 inequalities that appear are in
fact equalities, so
g4(Pr(K)) = g4(K) +
m+ rot(P)
2
,
finishing the proof that Pr(K) is (r+m)–suitable; and g4(Pr(K)) = g4(K) + g4(P ),
completing the proof. 
This finishes the proof of the assertion in Proposition 4.10 that the {P ir(K) |
i ≥ 0} represent distinct concordance classes since, by Lemma 4.15, each P ir(K) is
r–suitable whenever K is r–suitable.
But Lemma 4.15 actually establishes something stronger. For, not only does each
successive application of Pr increase the slice genus, but it increases the slice genus
by precisely g4(P ). Thus we see that g4(P
i
r(K)) = g4(K)+i·g4(P ). Finally, by (4.2),
it follows that
g4(P
i
r(K)) = g4(K) + i · g4(P ),
τ(P ir(K)) = τ(K) + i · g4(P ),
s (P ir(K)) = s (K) + 2i · g4(P ).
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.10. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. From Remark 4.7 we know that for any r, we can find a
topologically slice r–suitable knot K. Let P denote the Mazur pattern. From
Corollary 4.13, we see that the iterated satellites {P ir(K) | i ≥ 0} represent distinct
concordance classes, with distinct slice genera, and distinct τ and s invariants, for
any r–suitable knot K. In the case r = 0, if K is topologically slice, then P (K) is
topologically concordant to P (U), which is unknotted (recall that P (K) denotes the
untwisted satellite of K with pattern P ). By induction, if K is topologically slice,
P i(K) is topologically slice for each i ≥ 0.
The proof will be completed if we show that, for any r, and any j > i, P ir(K) is r–
shake concordant to P jr (K). Since P i+1r (K) = Pr(P
i
r(K)) by definition, we see that
by Proposition 3.1, P i+1r (K) is (1, n) r–shake concordant to P
i
r(K) where n is the
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geometric winding number of P (thus, n = 3). Similarly, P i+1r (K) is (1, n) r–shake
concordant to P i+2r (K). By Proposition 2.4, P
i+2
r (K) is (1, n
2) r–shake concordant
to P ir(K). By repeating these steps, we conclude that P
j
r (K) is (1, nj−i) r–shake
concordant to P ir(K) for any j > i. 
Note that while we restricted ourselves to the Mazur pattern in the above proof,
in light of Propositions 4.10 and 3.1, we could have used any winding number one
pattern P with P˜ slice and a Legendrian diagram P such that
tb(P) = 0 and 0 < g4(P ) ≤
rot(P)
2
.
5. Obstructions to shake concordance
In this section we point out some elementary obstructions to shake concordance.
Proposition 5.1. If K is r–shake concordant to J , M rK is homology cobordant
to M rJ in such a way that the (positive) meridian of K is homologous to that of
J . Consequently, if K is 0–shake slice, it bounds a smoothly embedded disk in a
homology B4.
Proof. Let Σ ↪→ W rK,J be the embedded 2–sphere guaranteed by the definition of
r–shake concordance given in Section 1. Note that the two boundary components of
W rK,J are M
r
K and −M rJ . Note also that Σ has a trivial normal bundle; as a result,
we can perform surgery on Σ, i.e. cut out a regular neighborhood of Σ—which is
diffeomorphic to S2×D2—and glue in a copy ofD3×S1. A Mayer–Vietoris argument
then shows that the resulting 4–manifold is a homology cobordism between M0K and
M0J .
Recall that K is 0–shake slice if and only if it is (m, 1) 0–shake concordant to
the unknot. Therefore, by the above proof, if K is 0–shake slice, M0K is homology
cobordant to M0U
∼= S1 × S2. We can cap off M0U with a S1 × D3. This gives a
4–manifold V which is a homology circle with ∂V = M0K . It is then well-known
that K is slice in a homology 4–ball (see for example [CFHH13, Proposition 1.2]).
We see this by attaching a 0–framed 2–handle to V along the meridian of K; call
the resulting 4–manifold W . Observe that ∂W ∼= S3. A Mayer–Vietoris argument
shows that W is a homology ball. Moreover, the co-core of the 2–handle is a disk
bounded by K in W . 
Proposition 5.1 is particularly important since many concordance invariants are
determined by a knot’s zero surgery manifold.
Corollary 5.2. If K is 0–shake concordant to J , then the algebraic concordance
class of K is equal to that of J . In particular K and J have equal signatures and
Arf invariants.
Corollary 5.3. If K is 0–shake slice, τ(K) = 0.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.1 and [OS03, Theorem 1.1]. 
The following result is known, but since a proof does not appear in print, we
provide one.
Corollary 5.4 ([Rob65]). If K is r–shake slice, Arf(K) = 0
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Proof. In [Rob65, Theorem 2], Robertello showed that given two knots K and J ,
if each cobounds a genus zero surface in S3 × [0, 1] with a ‘proper’ link L, then
Arf(K) = Arf(J). A proper link unionsqni=1Li is a link where Σj 6=i `k(Li, Lj) is even for
each i. Since K is r–shake slice, there is some k for which K is (2k + 1, 1) r–shake
concordant to the unknot. Moreover, K and a 2k + 1–component r–shaking of K
also cobound a genus zero surface in S3 × [0, 1]—we can see this by adding bands
between oppositely oriented components of the r–shaking to cancel all components
but one. It is easy to see that any r–shaking of a knot is a proper link. 
Even in the case r 6= 0 certain Tristram signatures obstruct a knot being r–shake
slice as pointed out in [Akb77].
6. r–shake genus of knots
In this section we establish what we will call an r–shake slice–Bennequin in-
equality. Using this we show that the Thurston–Bennequin numbers of Legendrian
representatives can obstruct a knot from being r–shake slice and more generally can
give a lower bound on the r–shake genus. We show that the sequence of r–shake
genera of the previously considered families {P ir(K) | i ≥ 0} is increasing, implying
that the r–shake genus is not invariant under r–shake concordance!
Proposition 6.1 ([AM97, LM98]). Fix a knot K. Let K be a Legendrian repre-
sentative of K and Σ ⊆ B4 a smooth properly embedded surface for which ∂Σ is an
r–shaking of K such that r ≤ tb(K)− 1. Then
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ 2g(Σ)− 1.
This yields the following useful corollaries.
Corollary 6.2 (r–shake slice–Bennequin inequality). For any Legendrian represen-
tative K of a knot K with tb(K)− 1 ≥ r,
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ 2grsh(K)− 1.
Let TB(K) be the maximal Thurston–Bennequin number of K, i.e. the maximal
Thurston–Bennequin number over all Legendrian representatives of K.
Corollary 6.3. If TB(K) ≥ 1 then K is not r–shake slice for any r < TB(K); in
particular, grsh(K) ≥ 12(TB(K) + 1) and K is not 0–shake slice.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. We claim that we may assume that rot(K) ≥ 0. Changing
the orientation of a Legendrian knot changes the sign of the rotation number, but
leaves the Thurston–Bennequin number unchanged—this follows from the combina-
torial definition of Thurston–Bennequin number and rotation number. Moreover an
r–shaking of the topological knot type of rK (the reverse of K) bounds the surface
Σ with reversed orientation. Thus, since tb(rK) = tb(K), |rot(rK)| = |rot(K)|, and
g(rΣ) = g(Σ), it suffices to prove the statement for either orientation of K, and so
we may as well pick the orientation with non-negative rotation number.
Positive stabilization [Etn05, p. 15] decreases the Thurston–Bennequin number
by one at the expense of increasing the rotation number by one. Repeated positive
stabilization yields K′, also a Legendrian representative of K, with tb(K′) = r + 1
and rot(K′) = rot(K) + tb(K)− r − 1.
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Attach a 2–handle to B4 along K′ with framing r. Since we have matched the
framings, we can cap off Σ with several copies of the core of the attached 2–handle
to get a closed surface Σ with genus g(Σ) = g(Σ). Moreover, since the 2–handle
was attached along the Legendrian knot K′ with framing tb(K′) − 1, the resulting
4–manifold X admits a Stein structure [Gom98, Proposition 2.3]. By [AM97, LM98]
(see [AY13, Theorem 3.4]),
(6.1) 2g(Σ)− 2 ≥ [Σ]2 + |c1(X)([Σ])|.
However, note that [Σ]2 = r (since this is the framing with which the 2–handle
was attached). Moreover, rot(K′) = c1(X)([Σ]) by [Gom98, Proposition 2.3][GS99,
Theorem 11.3.1]. Therefore,
r + |rot(K′)| ≤ 2g(Σ)− 2.
It follows that
(r + 1) + |rot(K) + tb(K)− r − 1| ≤ 2g(Σ)− 1.
Since rot(K) and tb(K)− r − 1 are both non-negative, we see that
r + 1 + rot(K) + tb(K)− r − 1 ≤ 2g(Σ)− 1,
that is, since rot(K) ≥ 0,
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ 2g(Σ)− 1
as needed. 
Proof of Corollary 6.2. This follows immediately from Proposition 6.1 and the def-
inition of r–shake genus. 
Proof of Corollary 6.3. Choose a Legendrian representativeK ofK such that tb(K) =
TB(K); then, r ≤ tb(K)− 1 by hypothesis. By Corollary 6.2,
1 ≤ TB(K) = tb(K) ≤ 2grsh(K)− 1
as needed. 
Remark 6.4. Since g0sh(K) ≤ g4(K) for all knots K, we also have an expanded
shake slice–Bennequin inequality (Corollary 6.2)
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ 2g0sh(K)− 1 ≤ 2g4(K)− 1
for any Legendrian representative K of a knot K with tb(K) ≥ 1. We saw earlier
in (4.1) that there are two other such ‘expanded’ versions of the slice–Bennequin
inequality, as follows
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ 2τ(K)− 1 ≤ 2g4(K)− 1
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ s (K)− 1 ≤ 2g4(K)− 1
using [KM13, Corollary 1.1][OS03, Theorem 1.1][Pla04, Shu07]. It would be interest-
ing to determine the relationships between g0sh(K) and τ(K) or s (K); no relationship
is currently known.
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Example 6.5. The shake slice–Benequin inequality and related statements allow
us to compute the shake genera of several knots. For example, the positive torus
knot Tp,q, with p, q ≥ 2 and relatively prime, has a Legendrian diagram Tp,q with
tb(Tp,q) = (p − 1)(q − 1) − 1 and rot(Tp,q) = 0. We see that tb(Tp,q) ≥ 1 for all
relatively prime p, q ≥ 2, and therefore,
(p− 1)(q − 1)− 1 ≤ 2grsh(Tp,q)− 1,
for r ≤ (p− 1)(q − 1)− 2. Since g4(Tp,q) = (p−1)(q−1)2 by [KM93], we see that
g0sh(Tp,q) =
(p− 1)(q − 1)
2
for relatively prime p, q ≥ 2 as well. In particular,
g0sh(T2,3) = 1,
g0sh(T2,5) = 2,
g0sh(T2,7) = 3,
etc.
For relatively prime p, q ≥ 3, we see that TB(Tp,q) ≥ tb(Tp,q) = (p − 1)(q −
1) − 1 ≥ 3 > 1, and therefore, by Corollary 6.3, grsh(Tp,q) ≥ 12(TB(Tp,q) + 1),
for all r < TB(Tp,q). But since TB(Tp,q) ≥ (p − 1)(q − 1) − 1 and g4(Tp,q) =
(p−1)(q−1)
2 as before [KM93], we see that for any relatively prime p, q ≥ 3 and any
r < (p− 1)(q − 1)− 1,
grsh(Tp,q) = g4(Tp,q) =
(p− 1)(q − 1)
2
.
Lemma 6.6. If K is (r + 1)–suitable, grsh(K) = g4(K).
Proof. By definition, K has a Legendrian representative K such that tb(K) = r+ 1
and rot(K) = 2g4(K) − 1 − r − 1. Note that since tb(K) − 1 = r, we can use
Corollary 6.2 to see that
tb(K) + |rot(K)| ≤ 2grsh(K)− 1.
But we know by (4.3) that 2g4(K) − 1 ≥ r + 1 since K is (r + 1)–suitable. As a
result, we see that
r + 1 + 2g4(K)− 1− r − 1 ≤ 2grsh(K)− 1,
that is,
g4(K) ≤ grsh(K).
Since grsh(K) ≤ g4(K) for all knots,
(6.2) grsh(K) = g4(K).
Using Remark 4.4, we get the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 6.7. If K is (r + 1)–suitable for r + 1 ≥ 0, K is not r–shake slice.
Proposition 6.8. Let P be any winding number one pattern with a Legendrian
diagram P such that
tb(P) = 1 and 0 < g4(P ) ≤
1 + rot(P)
2
.
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Then, for any (r + 1)–suitable knot K and each i ≥ 0,
grsh(P
i
r(K)) = g
r
sh(K) + i · g4(P ).
Proof. By the case m = 1 of Lemma 4.15, P ir(K) is (r+1)–suitable and g4(P
i
r(K)) =
g4(K) + i · g4(P ) for each i ≥ 0. By Lemma 6.6, g4(K) = grsh(K) and grsh(P ir(K)) =
g4(P
i
r(K)) for each i. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 6.9. Let P denote the Mazur pattern. Then for any (r + 1)–suitable
knot K,
grsh(P
i
r(K)) = g
r
sh(K) + i,
for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. Figure 6(b) shows a Legendrian diagram P ′ for the Mazur pattern. Since
g4(P ) = 1, we see that P ′ satisfies the requirements of Proposition 6.8. The result
follows. 
Corollary 6.10. r–shake genus is not an invariant of r–shake concordance, for any
integer r.
Proof. Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that the knots {P ir(K) | i ≥ 0}, for the
Mazur pattern P , are pairwise r–shake concordant. Therefore, Corollary 6.9 shows
that r–shake genus is not an invariant of r–shake concordance, for r ≥ 0. 
Our characterization of r–shake slice and r–shake concordant knots, Theorem 3.7,
allows us to find relationships between the r–shake genera of a knot and its winding
number one satellites as follows.
Proposition 6.11. For any knot K, any integer r, and any winding number one
pattern P with P˜ slice,
grsh(K) ≤ grsh(Pr(K)).
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 there is a (1, n) r–shake concordance C from Pr(K) to
K. Consider a surface Σ with g(Σ) = grsh(Pr(K)) with boundary an m–component
r–shaking of Pr(K). By gluing on m copies of C (algebraically one) to Σ, using
Remark 2.3, we get a surface of genus grsh(Pr(K)) bounded by an mn–component
r–shaking of K, completing the proof. 
We can easily see that the above is true more generally, i.e. if J is (1, n) r–shake
concordant to K, then grsh(K) ≤ grsh(J). Of course, by Proposition 3.5, such a J
must be concordant to an r–twisted satellite of K with companion a winding number
one pattern P with P˜ ribbon.
Using Proposition 6.11 and Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4, we see the following.
Corollary 6.12. Fix a knot K. If τ(K) 6= 0 then P (K) is not 0–shake slice (and
therefore, is not slice), for any winding number one pattern P with P˜ slice.
If Arf(K) 6= 0 then Pr(K) is not r–shake slice (and therefore, is not slice) for any
r and for any winding number one pattern P with P˜ slice.
Proof. Since τ(K) 6= 0, K cannot be 0–shake slice by Corollary 5.3, i.e. g0sh(K) > 0.
By Proposition 6.11, g0sh(P (K)) > 0. The second statement follows similarly, since if
Arf(K) 6= 0, K is not r–shake slice, i.e. grsh(K) > 0, for any r, by Corollary 5.4. 
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Indeed, if P (K) is 0–shake slice then it is slice in a homology 4–ball by Propo-
sition 5.1. Then, by [CDR14, Corollary 4.2 (n = 1)], K is also slice in a homology
ball.
Proposition 6.13. Fix an integer r, and a knot K. There exists a winding number
one pattern P with P˜ slice, such that g4(Pr(K)) < g4(K) if and only if g
r
sh(K) <
g4(K). Equivalently, g
r
sh(K) = g4(K) if and only if g4(Pr(K)) ≥ g4(K) for all
winding number one operators P with P˜ slice.
Proof. The forward direction follows immediately from Proposition 6.11 since grsh(J) ≤
g4(J) for all knots J .
For the backwards direction, consider a surface Σ ⊆ B4 bounded by an m–
component r–shaking of K with genus grsh(K). By a small isotopy we can assume
that the radial function on B4 is Morse when restricted to Σ. We can then further
assume that all the local maxima and all the “join” saddles occur in an  collar of
∂B4 so that Σ ∩ (S3 × {}) is a connected 1–manifold J , and Σ ∩ (S3 × [0, ]) is a
(1, m) r–shake concordance from J to K. By Proposition 3.5, J is concordant to
Pr(K) for some winding number one pattern P with P˜ slice. This shows that
(6.3) g4(Pr(K)) = g4(J) ≤ g(Σ) = grsh(K) < g4(K).
Moreover since g4(Pr(K)) < g4(K), P is not the trivial pattern even modulo con-
cordance in ST × [0, 1]. 
Corollary 6.14. Fix an integer r, and a knot K. If grsh(K) < g4(K) then there
exists a pattern P , non-trivial even modulo concordance, with winding number one
and P˜ slice such that grsh(Pr(K)) = g4(Pr(K)) = g
r
sh(K).
Proof. Let P be pattern obtained in the proof of the above proposition. We have
grsh(K) ≤ grsh(Pr(K)) ≤ g4(Pr(K)) ≤ grsh(K),
using Proposition 6.11 for the first inequality and (6.3) for the third inequality. Thus
the inequalities are equalities. P is non-trivial even modulo concordance by the last
line of the previous proof. 
7. Examples of r–shake slice knots
As we mentioned in Section 1, there are examples of r–shake slice knots, for
r 6= 1, due to Akbulut [Akb77, Akb93] and Abe–Jong–Omae–Takeuchi [AJOT13].
The latter’s examples are shown in Figure 8 (these examples generalize the ones
from [Akb93], which are in turn generalizations of the 1–shake slice example in [Akb77];
the fact that Akbulut’s 1–shake slice example in [Akb77] is of this form was also
shown by Lickorish in [Lic79]). They showed that for any m ≥ 0 and r 6= 0, the
knot Kr,m is r–shake slice. In [Lic79], Lickorish gave an alternate proof of why K1, 0
is 1–shake slice; in fact, his explanation can be easily modified to apply to Kr,m for
all r 6= 0 and m ≥ 0, as he himself asserted in [Lic79, Remarks 2 and 3].
Since the knots Kr,m are r–shake slice, there must exist winding number one
patterns P (m) with P˜ (m) slice, for which P
(m)
r (Kr,m) is a slice knot, by Corollary 3.9.
However, our proof for Corollary 3.9 does not give an explicit construction of such
a P (m). Below we show that we can explicitly construct such satellite operators,
modulo the smooth 4–dimensional Poincare´ Conjecture.
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r
2m+ 1
2m+ 1 =
2m+ 1 half-twists
· · ·
Figure 8. The knots Kr,m of Akbulut [Akb77] and Abe–Jong–
Omae–Takeuchi [AJOT13]. The strands passing through the box
containing 2m+ 1 should be given 2m+ 1 left-handed half twists as
shown above.
Firstly, note that the knot K0,m is ribbon, as shown in Figure 9. Consider the
family of winding number one patterns R(m), m ≥ 0, shown in Figure 10, where
R˜(m) is clearly K0,m. Then it is easy to see that R
(m)
r (U) = Kr,m, where U is
the unknot. Therefore, we are seeking patterns P (m) such that P
(m)
r (R
(m)
r (U)) is
concordant to U (i.e. is slice.).
Our main tool will be the results of [DR13, Section 3], for which we recall some
notions from [DR13]. Recall that there is a well-defined notion of composing two
patterns P and Q, contained in standard solid tori VP and VQ: loosely speaking,
we drill out a regular neighborhood of Q in VQ and glue in VP in an untwisted
manner; the image of P in this new manifold, which can be seen to be a solid torus
(denoted VP?Q), is the composed pattern P ?Q. The set of isotopy classes of patterns
forms a monoid under this operation, and moreover, this composition has the handy
2m+ 12m+ 12m+ 1
Figure 9. The knot K0,m is ribbon. Left: the knot K0,m. Center:
the result of attaching a band (a ribbon move). Right: a further
isotopy shows a 2–component unlink.
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2m+ 1
Figure 10. A family of winding number one patterns R(m), m ≥ 0,
with R˜(m) = K0,m.
property that (P ? Q)(K) = P (Q(K)) for all knots K, i.e. the classical untwisted
satellite operation is a monoid action by the monoid of isotopy classes of patterns on
the set of isotopy classes of knots. (Further details can be found in [DR13, Section
2], as well as the proof of the following proposition.) In fact, such a relationship is
sometimes true for twisted satellites as well, as we see in the following proposition;
we postpone the proof to the end of this section.
Proposition 7.1. Let P and Q be patterns with winding number w(P ) and w(Q) re-
spectively, and r an integer. For any knot K, the iterated twisted satellite Pr(Qr(K))
is isotopic to the twisted satellite (P ? Q)r(K) if and only if w(Q) = ±1 or r = 0.
Note that the patterns R(m) shown in Figure 10 have winding number one. More-
over, these patterns actually have inverses by the following theorem from [DR13].
Theorem 7.2 (Theorem 3.4 of [DR13]). Let P be a winding number one pattern
contained in a solid torus V . If the meridian of P is in the subgroup of pi1(V −N(P ))
normally generated by the meridian of V then there exists another winding number
one pattern P such that the composed pattern P?P is concordant to the trivial pattern
(namely the core of a solid torus) in a possibly exotic copy of S1 ×D2 × [0, 1].
Let VR(m) denote the solid torus containing the pattern R
(m). To ensure that
each pattern R(m) satisfies the requirements of the above theorem, it suffices to
show that the meridian of R(m) is nullhomotopic in the 3–manifold N obtained
from VR(m) − N(R(m)) by adding a 2–handle to the meridian of VR(m) . The result
of sliding R(m) over this 2–handle twice (isotopies in N) is depicted in Figure 11.
In the result of the isotopy, the meridian of R(m) cobounds an annulus with the
meridian of VR(m) and so bounds a disk in N .
Then, by using Theorem 7.2, there exist winding number one patterns P (m) such
that (P (m) ? R(m))r(K) is concordant to K in a possibly exotic S
3 × [0, 1] for any
knot K and integer r, since the trivial pattern (even if twisted) acts trivially on
the set of knot concordance classes. However, by Proposition 7.1 we know that
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2m+ 1
The satellite operator Rm
2m+ 1
The result of sliding Rm over
the meridian of VR(m)
2m+ 1
The result of a further iso-
topy
Figure 11. The patterns Rm from Figure 10 satisfy the require-
ments of Theorem 7.2
(P (m) ? R(m))r(K) is also isotopic to P
(m)
r (R
(m)
r (K)) for any knot K, since each
R(m) is winding number one. In particular, this shows that for U the unknot and
Kr,m the knots of Akbulut and Abe–Jong–Omae–Takeuchi,
P (m)r (Kr,m) = P
(m)
r (R
(m)
r (U)) = (P
(m) ? R(m))r(U)
where the last is known to be concordant to U , in a possibly exotic S3 × [0, 1], i.e.
is slice in a possibly exotic B4.
We now check that P˜ (m) slice, for all m ≥ 0. Recall that R˜(m) = R(m)(U) is slice,
and as a result, P˜ (m) = P (m)(U) is concordant to P (m)(R(m)(U)) which we know
to be isotopic to (P (m) ? R(m))(U). By Theorem 7.2 (P (m) ? R(m))(U) is slice, in a
possibly exotic B4, for all m ≥ 1.
Remark 7.3. We can explicitly draw the patterns P (m) used above. This is shown
in Remark 3.6 and Figure 8 of [DR13].
Remark 7.4. If we assume the smooth 4–dimensional Poincare´ Conjecture, then
any manifold B which is a possibly exotic copy of B4 is in fact diffeomorphic to B4
– see [CDR14, Proof of Proposition 3.2] for a proof.
Remark 7.5. Note that Akbulut’s example of a 2–shake slice knot that is not slice
(from [Akb77]) does not appear to belong to the family shown in Figure 8, at least
at first glance.
7.1. New examples of shake slice knots. Theorem 7.2, along with Proposi-
tion 7.1 and our characterization theorem, Theorem 3.7, also gives us a way to
construct possible new examples of shake slice knots, as follows. Let P be a pat-
tern, with P˜ slice, that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 7.2. Then, as before,
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modulo the smooth 4–dimensional Poincare´ Conjecture, there exists another wind-
ing number one pattern P such that (P ? P )r(K) is concordant to K for any knot
K and any integer r. Then consider the knot Pr(U) for any integer r and U the
unknot. We have that P r(Pr(U)) is concordant to (P ? P )r(U), which we know is
concordant to U , that is, is slice. Moreover, P˜ is slice, since P˜ = P (U) is concordant
to P (P (U)), which in turn is concordant to (P ? P )(U), which we know is slice as
before. Then, by our characterization theorem, Theorem 3.7, we see that the knot
Pr(U) is r–shake slice.
Therefore, we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 7.6. Let P be a winding number one pattern in a solid torus V , such
that P˜ is slice, and the meridian of P is in the subgroup of pi1(V −N(P )) normally
generated by the meridian of V . Then for any integer r, the knot Pr(U) is r–shake
slice, where U is the unknot, modulo the smooth 4–dimensional Poincare´ Conjecture.
Remark 7.7. Unfortunately, the above proposition does not yield any new examples
of 0–shake slice knots since if r = 0, Pr(U) is just the knot P˜ which is slice by
hypothesis.
For example, by using Proposition 7.6, we can see that the knots given in Figure 12
are r–shake slice in a possibly exotic B4. To do so, we need to verify that the winding
number one pattern P corresponding to these knots, shown in Figure 13(a), satisfies
the conditions given in Proposition 7.6. That P˜ is slice can be seen by attaching
bands; we leave this to the reader. That the meridian of P is in the subgroup of
pi1(V −N(P )) normally generated by the meridian of V , the solid torus containing
P , can be seen via the pictures in Figure 13, which show that the meridian of P
bounds a disk in the manifold obtained from V − N(P ) by attaching a 2–handle
along the meridian of V .
To check whether these new examples are slice, one could compute various knot
concordance invariants. The previous examples of Akbulut and Abe–Jong–Omae–
Takeuchi were shown to be non-slice using signature and Alexander polynomials.
In summary, to construct new families of knots that are shake slice in a possibly
exotic B4, it suffices to produce patterns satisfying the requirements of Proposi-
tion 7.6.
r
Figure 12. Here r is any integer. For any fixed value of r, the knot
pictured is r–shake slice.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 13. Verifying that the knots in Figure 12 are shake slice.
(a): The pattern P corresponding to the knots in Figure 12. (b):
The result of sliding P once over the meridian of V . (c): The result
of an isotopy. (d): By sliding P over the meridian of V again, we
obtain the core of the solid torus.
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Let VP and VQ denote the solid tori containing P and
Q respectively. Let E(P ) := VP − N(P ) and E(Q) := VQ − N(Q), the exte-
riors of the patterns. The manifold E(P ) has two toral boundary components,
on which there are four curves of interest: mi(P ), the meridian of P , `i(P ), the
longitude of P , mo(P ), the meridian of VP , and `o(P ), the longitude of VP , ori-
ented such that mo(P ) = w(P )mi(P ), `i(P ) = w(P )`o(P ), and `k(mi(P ), `i(P )) =
`k(mo(P ), `o(P )) = 1. Similarly, we have curves mi(Q), `i(Q), mo(Q), and `o(Q).
A knot K is determined by its exterior E(K) := S3−N(K) along with an oriented
longitude of the boundary torus of E(K). By definition of the satellite construction,
the exterior of Qr(K), E(Qr(K)), is built from E(Q) and E(K) by attaching them
along
mo(Q) ∼ µ(K) and `o(Q)− r ·mo(Q) ∼ λ(K),
where µ(K) and λ(K) denote the meridian and untwisted longitude of K; the un-
twisted longitude for Qr(K) can be seen to be
`i(Q)− r · w(Q)2mi(Q)
since it must be null homologous in E(Qr(K)). Repeat this process to construct
E(Pr(Qr(K))) from E(Qr(K)) and E(P ), by gluing
mo(P ) ∼ µ(Qr(K)) = mi(Q)
and `o(P )− r ·mo(P ) ∼ λ(Qr(K)) = `i(Q)− r · w(Q)2mi(Q).
This yields the 3–manifold E(Pr(Qr(K))) with the untwisted longitude
λ(Pr(Qr(K))) = `i(P )− r · w(P )2mi(P ).
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On the other hand, to construct E(P ? Q), we glue together E(P ) and E(Q) by
identifying
mo(P ) ∼ mi(Q) and `o(P ) ∼ `i(Q).
The resulting 3–manifold is a new solid torus, denoted VP?Q, where we can see that
mo(P ? Q) = mo(Q), `o(P ? Q) = `o(Q)
mi(P ? Q) = mi(P ), `i(P ? Q) = `i(P )
Note also that w(P ? Q) = w(P ) · w(Q). By gluing E(P ? Q) to E(K), via the
identifications
mo(P ? Q) ∼ µ(K) and `o(P ? Q) ∼ λ(K),
we obtain the manifold E((P ? Q)r(K)) with untwisted longitude
λ(E((P ? Q)r(K))) = `i(P ? Q)− r · w(P ? Q)2mi(P ? Q)
= `i(P )− r · w(P )2w(Q)2mi(P ).
We now show that the manifolds E((P ? Q)r(K)) and E(Pr(Qr(K))) are the
same if and only if w(Q) = ±1. This will complete the proof since we already see
that the the untwisted longitudes λ((P ? Q)r(K)) and λ(Pr(Qr(K))) are the same
if and only if w(Q) = ±1 or r = 0. Certainly the manifolds E((P ? Q)r(K)) and
E(Pr(Qr(K))) are built using the same pieces. Therefore, we only need to verify
that the gluing maps are the same if and only if w(Q) = ±1. It is clear that E(Q)
is attached to E(K) in the same way in both manifolds, since mo(P ? Q) = mo(Q)
and `o(P ? Q) = `o(Q). We see that E(P ) and E(Q) are also glued the same way
in both cases since the maps identify
mo(P ) ∼ mi(Q)
and `o(P )− r ·mo(P ) ∼ `i(Q)− r · w(Q)2mi(Q)
in one case, and
mo(P ) ∼ mi(Q)
and `o(P ) ∼ `i(Q)
in the other. Identifying `o(P ) ∼ `i(Q) is the same as identifying `o(P )−r ·mo(P ) ∼
`i(Q) − r · w(Q)2mi(Q) if and only if w(Q)2 = 1 or r = 0 since mi(Q) ∼ mo(P ) in
both manifolds. 
In the fact, the argument in the above proof can be easily modified to show the
following more general fact.
Proposition 7.8. Let P and Q be patterns with winding number w(P ) and w(Q)
respectively, and let P ? Q denote their composition as patterns, and r, s be in-
tegers. The iterated twisted satellite Ps(Qr(K)) is equal to the twisted satellite
(Ps−r ? Q)r(K) if and only if w(Q) = ±1 or r = 0.
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